
People Are Attached To Their Characters.
 
 
Aggrend, the WoW Classic producer, announced on the forums that there will be a way
people can carry over their Season of Mastery character into Wrath Classic and into a
regular Classic Server. The WoW Classic's Seasons of Mastery is similar to Diablo 3 and its
Seasons. Serverlist101 It allows players to start over with level 1 WoW Classic characters,
and then progress in accelerated phases over the course of the year. Naxxramas has been
tested on the PTR and players are looking to the future. 
 
 
It's possible to not want them to go if you've been playing the same character for more than a
year. People are attached to their characters. I've played the same character several times
through Diablo 3 Seasons. It was a great move to allow players to make a decision. It means
that they don't have to abandon (or see wiped) a character they've been playing with friends
and progressing through content for a year or so, building memories and collecting items that
in some cases may well remain in their bags forever. All my BWL gear is still in my bag years
later, just for emotional reasons. 
 
 
I can understand why some players don’t love this change. Some of the arguments seem
silly to me. You wanted to play SoM and not TBCC, which is strange because Season of
Mastery players may have played or are currently playing Burning Crusade Classic.
However, I feel that Season of Mastery was intended as a limited experience, with a
beginning/end. Naxxramas 40 is a Season of Mastery player who has been on Classic Era's
farm for a while. I don't think that allowing Season of Mastery members to bring their
characters along to those servers will cause any harm. What about players who want to go to
a Wrath Classic Server? Naxx gear is fine, I don't think so. But you will need to replace your
Naxx gear before you reach level 80. 
 
 
Yes, I believe this is a good idea. I also hope they consider letting players take the same
character through the next Season of Mastery - resetting them to level 1, moving all of their
gear to another character or holding it in abeyance until the next Season of Mastery is over,
or maybe just cloning the character as a level 1 so you can keep playing your SoM character
in a new Season. If they don’t, you can always roll again on the next Season servers. Now,
you have the option of leaving for either the original 1-60 or the upcoming level 80 content.
Either way works for me. 

https://serverlist101.com/

